Daily Assignment

read: Course Information and Chain Writings

due: Friday August 30, 8 am

Hand your answers back to me either via email (kvollmay@bucknell.edu) or as hardcopy.

1. Do you have any questions about the Course Information?

2. Write a biography about a fictitious scientist (1-2 pages). In this writing assignment you create your own scientist. Before you start writing, give your scientist a name and a sex, decide if your scientist is a biologist, chemist, physicist, or any other scientist of your choice. Then begin your story with the birthplace of your scientist. Describe their childhood (e.g. happy, poor, parents’ background). Continue with their life. What were her/his achievements? What was her/his character like (e.g. introverted or outgoing, warm-hearted or cold, adventurous or laid back)? How did the person die?